BOOKS ELIGIBLE FOR BUYBACK – FALL 2010

ART100  THE MAKING & MEANING OF ART 1ED
ART121/122  LAUNCHING THE IMAGINATION 3ED
ART203  BASIC HISTORY OF WESTERN ART 8ED
BIO101/102  ESSENTIALS THE LIVING WORLD 3ED
BIO103/104  BIOLOGY 10ED
BIO201/202  HOLE'S HUMAN A&P 12ED TEXT
BIO220  MICROBIOLOGY: SYSTEMS APPROACH 2ED
BUS150  CONT. BUSINESS MATH FOR COLLEGES 15ED
BUS215  EFFECTIVE COMMUN./ COLLEGES 11ED
BUS263  BUSINESS LAW TODAY 9ED
BUS272  ELEMENTARY STATISTICS 7ED
CHM104/105  FOUND/GEN, ORG, & BIOCHEMISTRY 1ED
CHM112  CHEMISTRY 5ED
ECO231/232  PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 5ED
ENG101  STEPS TO WRITING WELL W/READINGS 8ED
ENG102  LITERATURE: AN INTRO TO RDG 4ED
ENG252  NORTON ANTH OF AMER. LIT VOL C 7ED
ENG252  NORTON ANTH OF AMER. LIT VOL D 7ED
ENG252  NORTON ANTH OF AMER. LIT VOL E 7ED
*** (LIMITED BUYBACK FOR WORLD LIT VOL. A-C)
ENG271*  NORTON ANTH OF WORLD LIT. VOL.A 2ED
ENG271*  NORTON ANTH OF WORLD LIT. VOL.B 2ED
ENG271*  NORTON ANTH OF WORLD LIT. VOL.C 2ED
HED224  UNDERSTANDING YOUR HEALTH 11ED
HIS101/102  A HISTORY OF WESTERN SOCIETY 9ED
HIS201/202  THE AMERICAN JOURNEY: COM VOL 5ED
MTH091  PREALGEBRA 4ED
MTH098/100  INTRO & INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 3ED
MTH112/115  PRECALCULUS: FUNC&GRAPHS 3ED
MUS101  MUSIC LISTENING TODAY 4ED
PHL206  ETHICS: THEORY & CONTEMP ISSUES 6ED
PHY202/214  PHYSICS 2ED
PSY210  UNDERSTANDING HUMAN DEVELOP. 2ED
SPH107  THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 10ED

NO STUDY GUIDES, LAB BOOKS, OR WORK BOOKS WILL BE BOUGHT BACK.